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Abstract. A fundamental bound for a Hadamard multiplier operator of Cauchy type
implies a known bound on the inverse of the operator T : X ! AX�XB as well as a general
perturbation bound involving the unitary factor in the polar decomposition; the latter bound
leads to a perturbation bound on the positive semide�nite factor.
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1. Introduction. Our main result (Theorem 3.2) is a general perturbation bound

for the unitary factor in the polar decomposition of a nonsingular complex matrix. As in

several other problems involving a unitarily invariant norm of a commutator-like expression,

our result follows from a bound on a Hadamard multiplier operator of Cauchy type. One

encounters a similar situation when seeking a bound on the norm of the solution operator

for certain Sylvester equations (Theorem 2.1).

Let Mm;n denote the set of m-by-n complex matrices and set Mn � Mn;n. We write

the ordered singular values of any A 2 Mm;n as �max(A) � �1(A) � � � � � �minfm;ng(A) �
�min(A) � 0. We say that A;B 2Mm;n are unitarily equivalent if there are unitary V 2Mm

and W 2Mn such that A = V BW . A norm k�k on Mm;n is unitarily invariant if kV AWk =
kAk for all A 2 Mm;n and all unitary V 2 Mm, W 2 Mn; equivalently, such a norm

is symmetric, which means that it always satis�es the bound kXAY k � �1(X) kAk�1(Y )
[11, Problem 4, Section 3.5]. The Hadamard product of A = [aij] ;B = [bij ] 2 Mm;n is

A � B � [aijbij] 2Mm;n. A Cauchy matrix has the special form
�
(�i + �j)

�1�.
The unifying theme of this paper is Hadamard products with Cauchy matrices, for

which the following fundamental and easily-proved bound is available.

Theorem 1.1. Let f�igmi=1 ; f�igni=1 be given complex numbers with positive real parts,

and let k�k be a given norm on Mm;n. If m 6= n, assume that k�k is unitarily invariant; if

m = n, assume either that k�k is unitarily invariant or that it is induced by an absolute norm

on C
n. Then 

�
1

�i + �j

�
�X

 � 1

min Re�i +min Re�j
kXk(1)

for every X 2Mm;n.
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Proof. Set D(t) � diag
�
e��1t; :::; e��mt

�
and E(t) � diag

�
e��1t; :::; e��nt

�
. Then


�

1

�i + �j

�
�X

 =


�

xij
�i + �j

� =

�Z 1

0

e��itxije
��j t dt

�
=


Z 1

0

D(t)XE(t)dt

 �
Z 1

0

kD(t)XE(t)k dt

�
Z 1

0

�1(D(t)) kXk�1(E(t)) dt(2)

=

Z 1

0

e�minRe�it kXk e�minRe�j t dt

=

Z 1

0

e�(minRe�i+minRe�j)t kXk dt

=
1

min Re�i +min Re�j
kXk .

The inequality in (2) holds for unitarily invariant norms because they are symmetric; if

m = n and the norm is induced by an absolute norm on C
n, (2) holds because all such

norms are submultiplicative and satisfy kdiag(1; :::; n)k = max jij on diagonal matrices

[10, Theorem 5.6.37].

This approach to (1) is a specialization of [9, Theorem 5].

2. Application: A Bound for Solutions of AX�BX = S. IfA 2Mm and B 2Mn

have disjoint spectra, then TA;B(X) � AX �XB = S has a unique solution X 2Mm;n for

every S 2Mm;n. Many authors have obtained bounds on the norm of the solution operator

T�1A;B : S ! X under various conditions on A and B; for example, see [4], [5], and [6, Satz

5]. We consider here a version of this problem that yields to a straightforward application

of Theorem 1.1.

For a given nonnegative �, we say that two sets S1; S2 � C are separated by a gap of

width at least � if there is a line L in the complex plane such that S1 lies on one side of L,

S2 lies on the other side of L, and the sum of the distances of S1 and S2 to L is at least �.

Theorem 2.1. Let A 2Mm, B 2Mn be given normal matrices with respective spectra

f�igmi=1 and f�jgnj=1, which we suppose to be separated by a gap of width at least � > 0.

Then kXk � ��1 kAX �XBk for every unitarily invariant norm k�k on Mm;n.

Proof. Since the simultaneous transformations A ! ei�A + cI and B ! ei�B + cI

preserve normality, the relevant geometry, and bounds for any real � and any complex c,

we may assume without loss of generality that Re�i � �=2 and Re �j � ��=2 for all i; j.

Write A = VAV � and B =WBW �, where V and W are unitary, A = diag (�1; :::;�m), and

B = diag (�1; :::; �n). Then

AX �XB = VAV �X �XWBW � = V

8><
>:A (V �XW )| {z }

Y

� (V �XW )| {z }
Y

B

9>=
>;W �

= V fAY � Y BgW � = V f[�iyij � yij�j]gW �

= V f[�i � �j] � Y gW �
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and Theorem 1.1 gives

kXk = kV �XWk = kY k =

�

1

�i + (��j)
�
� ([�i � �j] � Y )


� 1

minRe�i +min Re (��j) k[�i � �j] � Y k

=
1

minRe�i �maxRe �j
kV ([�i � �j] � Y )W �k

=
1

minRe�i �maxRe �j
kAX �XBk � 1

�
kAX �XBk .

The bound in Theorem 2.1 is the same as that in [6, Satz 5] for the normal case, but

our approach is quite di�erent from that of Heinz.

3. Application: A General Perturbation Bound for the Unitary Factor. Ev-

ery A 2Mn has a singular value decompositionA = V �W �, in which V;W 2Mn are unitary

and � = diag (�1 (A) ; :::; �n (A)). Writing A = (V W �) (W�W �) gives a polar decomposition

A = U(A) jAj in which U(A) = V W � is unitary and jAj = W�W � is positive semide�nite.

Since A� = W�V � = (WV �) (V �V �) = U(A)� (V �V �), we see that A� always has a polar

decomposition in which the unitary factor is U(A)�. If Y;Z 2Mn are unitary, then

Y AZ� = (Y U(A)Z�) (Z jAjZ�)

gives a polar decomposition of any unitary equivalence of a matrix that has a given polar

decomposition.

The positive semide�nite factor in the polar decomposition of A 2Mn is always uniquely

determined as jAj = (A�A)1=2, but if A is singular there are many choices for the unitary

factor. If A is nonsingular, however, then so is jAj and the unitary factor U(A) = A jAj�1 is
uniquely determined.

Let ~A; ~B 2 M2n be Hermitian and nonsingular, and have respective spectra f��igni=1
and f��jgnj=1with positive �i; �j. Let In denote the n-by-n identity matrix. Write ~A =

VAV � and ~B = WBW �, where V;W 2M2n are unitary, A = diag (�1; :::;�n;��1; :::;��n),
and B = diag (�1; :::; �n;��1; :::;��n). Since U(A) = U(B) = In � (�In) � I, we have

U( ~A) = V IV � and U( ~B) =WIW �. For any Y 2M2n, set

X � V �YW =

"
X11 X12

X21 X22

#
, Xij 2Mn,

and compute

~AY � Y ~B = V fA (V �Y W )� (V �YW )BgW �

= V fAX �XBgW �

= V

"
[�i � �j] �X11 [�i + �j] �X12

[�i + �j] � (�X21) � [�i � �j] �X22

#
W �.
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For any Z 2M2n, write

Z =

"
Z11 Z12

Z21 Z22

#
, Zij 2Mn,

let

Ẑ �
"

0 Z12
Z21 0

#

denote the pinched matrix obtained from the block matrix Z, and observe that pinching is

unitarily invariant norm decreasing:Ẑ =  12 (Z � IZI)
 � 1

2
(kZk+ kIZIk) = 1

2
(kZk+ kZk) = kZk

for any unitarily invariant norm k�k. Finally, computeU( ~A)Y � Y U( ~B)
 = k(V IV �) (V XW �)� (V XW �) (WIW �)k

= kIX �XIk =

"

0 2X12

�2X21 0

#
= 2


0

h
�i+�j
�i+�j

i
�X12h

�i+�j
�i+�j

i
� (�X21) 0


� 2

min�i +min �j


"

0 [�i + �j] �X12

� [�i + �j] �X21 0

#(3)

� 2

min�i +min �j


"

[�i � �j] �X11 [�i + �j] �X12

[�i + �j] � (�X21) � [�i � �j] �X11

#(4)

=
2

min�i +min �j

 ~AY � Y ~B
 .

The inequalities in (3) and (4) are ensured by Theorem 1.1 and pinching, respectively.

We have proved the following result involving unitarily invariant norms and the unitary

factors of certain structured Hermitian matrices.

Lemma 3.1. SupposeHermitian matrices ~A; ~B 2M2n have respective spectra f��igni=1and
f��igni=1with positive �i; �i. ThenU( ~A)Y � Y U( ~B)

 � 2

min �i +min �j

 ~AY � Y ~B


for all Y 2M2n and every unitarily invariant norm k�k.
Hermitian matrices with the structure assumed in Lemma 3.1 arise naturally in prob-

lems involving singular values and unitarily invariant norms. Consider nonsingular A;B 2
Mn and the 2n-by-2n Hermitian matrices

~A �
"

0 A

A� 0

#
and ~B �

"
0 B

B� 0

#
,
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which have respective spectra f��i(A)gni=1and f��i(B)gni=1 [10, Theorem 7.3.7]. Block

matrices of this form were used by Jordan in one of the earliest approaches to the singular

value decomposition [12]. The polar decomposition of such matrices is easily computed:
~A = U( ~A)

��� ~A���, with
U( ~A) =

"
0 U(A)

U(A)� 0

#
and

��� ~A��� =
"
jA�j 0

0 jAj

#
.

For X 2Mn, set Y �
"
X 0

0 X

#
and compute

~AY � Y ~B =

"
0 AX �XB

A�X �XB� 0

#
(5)

=

"
AX �XB 0

0 A�X �XB�

#"
0 I

I 0

#

and

U( ~A)Y � Y U( ~B) =

"
0 U(A)X �XU(B)

U(A)�X �XU(B)� 0

#
(6)

=

"
U(A)X �XU(B) 0

0 U(A)�X �XU(B)�

# "
0 I

I 0

#
.

Finally, observe that

U(A)�X �XU(B)� = �U(A)� fU(A)X �XU(B)gU(B)�,

so the singular values of U(A)X �XU(B) and U(A)�X �XU(B)� are the same. However,

AX �XB and A�X �XB� need not have the same singular values. We now have all the

elements required to state and prove a general perturbation theorem for the unitary factor

in the polar decomposition of a nonsingular complex matrix.

Theorem 3.2. Let nonsingular A;B 2Mn be given. Then

k(U(A)X �XU(B))� (U(A)X �XU(B))k(7)

� 2

�min(A) + �min(B)
k(AX �XB)� (A�X �XB�)k

for all X 2Mn and every unitarily invariant norm k�k.
Proof. Use (5) and (6) in Lemma 3.1.

The bound in (7) is sharp, as the inequality becomes an equality when both A and B

are unitary.

For the spectral norm kjXjk2 � �max(X) and the Schatten p-norms kXkp �
�Pn

i=1 �i(X)p
�1=p

,

p � 1, both sides of the inequality (7) are explicit functions of the singular values.
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Corollary 3.3. Let nonsingular A;B 2Mn be given. Then

kjU(A)X �XU(B)jk2(8)

� 2

�min(A) + �min(B)
max

�kjAX �XBjk2 ; kjA�X �XB�jk2
	

and

kU(A)X �XU(B)kp(9)

� 2
1� 1

p

�min(A) + �min(B)

�
kAX �XBkpp + kA�X �XB�kpp

�1=p
for all X 2Mn and any p � 1.

If A�X � XB� and AX � XB are unitarily equivalent, then (7), (8), and (9) can be

simpli�ed.

Corollary 3.4. Let A;B;X 2 Mn be given, suppose A and B are nonsingular, and

suppose A�X �XB� and AX �XB are unitarily equivalent. Then

kU(A)X �XU(B)k � 2

�min(A) + �min(B)
kAX �XBk(10)

for every unitarily invariant norm k�k. In particular, (10) holds if X is Hermitian or skew-

Hermitian and commutes with both A and B.

Proof. Consider (7) for a Ky Fan k-norm, which is the sum of the k largest singular

values. If we take k = 2m, then (7) gives

mX
i=1

�i(U(A)X � XU(B))

=
1

2

2mX
i=1

�i ((U(A)X �XU(B))� (U(A)X �XU(B)))

� 1

�min(A) + �min(B)

2mX
i=1

�i ((AX �XB)� (A�X �XB�))

=
2

�min(A) + �min(B)

mX
i=1

�i (AX �XB)

for m = 1; :::;n. The Ky Fan Dominance Theorem [11, Corollary 3.5.9] now ensures that

kU(A)X �XU(B)k � 2

�min(A) + �min(B)
kAX �XBk

for every unitarily invariant norm k�k. The �nal assertion follows from observing that A�X�
XB� = � (AX �XB)� under the stated conditions.

If we take X = I in (10), we obtain a bound

kU(A) � U(B)k � 2

�min(A) + �min(B)
kA�Bk(11)
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proved by R.-C. Li [13], who derived it from the Hermitian case of Theorem 2.1. Other

bounds on kU(A)� U(B)k are known; see [2], [7], [14] and references therein. However,

most of these bounds are either asymptotic or valid only under restrictions; they are based

on knowledge of the derivative of the map A! U (A).

One �nal special case of (7) is worth noting for the Schatten p-norms. The Frobenius

norm k�k2 is simultaneously the Schatten 2-norm and the sum of the squares of the moduli

of the entries of its argument. For any A;B;X 2Mn we have

kAX �XBk22 = tr (AX �XB)� (AX �XB)

= tr (X�A�AX +XBB�X�)� tr (A�XBX� +AXB�X�) ,(12)

in which the second term in (12) is invariant under the substitutions A! A� and B ! B�;

the �rst term has the same invariance if A and B are normal. Thus, for normal A and B,

the Frobenius norms of AX�XB and A�X�XB� are the same. For any p 2 (1;1) and for

normal A and B it follows from Theorem 2.7 of [1] that kA�X �XB�kp � cp kAX �XBk,
where cp is a universal constant that depends only on p; we have just observed that one may

take c2 = 1. The bounds in Corollary 3.3 yield the following corollary.

Corollary 3.5. Let A;B;X 2 Mn be given with A and B nonsingular and normal.

Then

kU(A)X �XU(B)k2 �
2

�min(A) + �min(B)
kAX �XBk2

and for each p 2 (1;1) there is a constant cp depending only on p such that

kU(A)X �XU(B)kp �
21�

1

p
�
1 + cpp

� 1
p

�min(A) + �min(B)
kAX �XBkp .

Our Theorem 3.2 is a generalization of R.-C. Li's bound (11) in the spirit of an ongoing

program to strengthen a variety of norm inequalities that is described eloquently in [3]; its

authors opine that \the insertion of X is no idle generalization".

4. Perturbation of the Positive Semide�nite Factor. The problem of bounding

k jAj � jBj k is a natural companion to the problem studied in the preceding section, and our

results give some interesting new bounds. A straightforward computation shows that

jAj � jBj = 1
2 (U(A) + U(B))� (A�B) + 1

2 (U(A)� U(B))� (A+B)

= U(A)� (A �B) + (U(A)� U(B))� B

= U(B)� (A�B) + (U(A)� U(B))� A

for all nonsingular A;B 2Mn. Since every unitarily invariant norm is symmetric, we have

k jAj � jBj k �

8>>><
>>>:

kA�Bk+ 1
2�max(A+B) kU(A)� U(B)k

kA�Bk+ �max(B) kU(A)� U(B)k

kA�Bk+ �max(A) kU(A)� U(B)k .

(13)
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Continuity and the bound in (11) then give our last result.

Theorem 4.1. Let A;B 2 Mn be given, with at least one of A and B nonsingular.

Then

k jAj � jBj k

�
�
1 +

min f�max(A+B); 2�max(A); 2�max(B)g
�min(A) + �min(B)

�
kA �Bk(14)

for every unitarily invariant norm k�k on Mn.

Related inequalities involving jAjX�X jBj, AX�XB, and A�X�XB�can be derived

in a similar way by using the identities

jAjX �X jBj = U(A)� (AX �XB) + (U(A)�X �XU(B)�)B

= (A�X �XB�)U(B) + A� (U(A)X �XU(B)) ,

the resulting bounds

k jAjX �X jBj k �
8<
:

kAX �XBk+ �max(B) kU(A)X �XU(B)k

kA�X �XB�k + �max(A) kU(A)X �XU(B)k ,

and Theorem 3.2 and its corollaries.

The coe�cient of kA�Bk in (14) is independent of n, but it depends on A and B.

For a survey of bounds in which that coe�cient is independent of A and B but may depend

on n (that is, bounds of the form k jAj � jBj k � cn kA�Bk), see [2, pp. 270-274] and its

references, as well as [1] and [8]. For example, for the Frobenius norm one may take cn =
p
2,

but for the spectral norm it is necessary that cn � 1
2

p
log2 n.
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